
Replacement roof sub-committee meeting minutes 

Approved & Issued

Location: Socially distanced in The Barlow main hall.

Date: Monday 23rd November 2020. 

A subsequent meeting was held on Thurs 3rd December, which is included as a continuation.

Participants: Phil McDermott (chair); Jon Crompton (of TPF Developments Ltd);  Mike Fay; Paul Allen; Philip 

Grundy; Andy Tighe.

Apologies: Alex Wilson; Grant Prescott (of Buttress architectural & conservation design services)

PM stated that the objectives of this meeting were: -

- To agree the specification for the new roof, which would be the basis of discussions at a pre-planning meeting 

with the BwD planning team. PM will discuss the outcome of this meeting with Grant Prescott & if possible 

also with someone from BwD planning team, then arrange the formal BwD pre-planning meeting in due 

course once all the required information has been received & compiled.

- To decide whether to now focus solely on the Lovatts & LEA quotes, which were acknowledged by all as being 

competitively priced & within the available budget. This was agreed by all.

MF reminded that almost 3 years ago it was stated that parts of the roof could fall off within 2 years & if that 

catastrophic failure did occur it could potentially result in the building having to be closed. MF stated that his 

view is that the overarching objective is to get a safe, weathertight, affordable replacement roof asap (by 

Spring 2021).

AT reminded that at the previous meeting of this sub-committee with representatives of Michael Jackson 

consultants on the 19th August it was stated that 'The proposed solution must be safe, weatherproof, have a 

50yr lifespan, be maintainable; & of course be affordable.'

The quotations from Lovatts & LEA were reviewed & discussed. It was noted that the Lovatts offer was for 

Marley Edgemere concrete tiles (grey slate colour, a sample of which JC provided), not Rosemary tiles. PA 

queried whether a dark red colour was an available option, which would be closer to the current roof colour & 

might be more acceptable to BwD planning team. Post-meeting note - 'Old English Dark Red' is an available 

colour option (a sample has been requested by AT from Marley).

AT reminded that at the meeting on the 19th August it was decided that Rosemary tiles would be used, as 

concrete tiles would have a shorter lifespan plus they would probably be heavier & therefore would require a 

structural assessment & possibly some structural enhancement works. Also, because Rosemary tiles would be 

'like for like' there wouldn't be a requirement to obtain planning permission. PM, PG & JC informed that they, 

along with Alex Wilson & a representative of Lovatts had recently inspected the roof supports & concluded that 

the structural supports are adequately robust even if the concrete tiles were actually heavier. [Post-meeting 

note: Rosemary tiles are c70kg/m2 & Marley Edgemere concrete tiles are less - c50kg/m2]. JC & PM informed 

that the typical expected lifespan of concrete roof tiles is c50 years, which is acceptable. They acknowledged 

that planning permission would probably be required if the concrete tiles were chosen, therefore JC agreed to 

ask Lovatts for a price for Rosemary tiles for comparison.

PM & PG informed that the lower 1 of the 2 flat roofs included in the Lovatts quote has recently been cleaned 

thoroughly & they are happy that it is in good condition & does not require replacing for the foreseeable future. 

Therefore this roof could be removed from the scope of works, which was agreed by all. 

Post-meeting note - Jon Crompton agrees on omitting this low level flat roof from Lovatts' scope of works. 

However, Jon has suggested that the 2nd flat roof, which is at a higher elevation, would be worth leaving in 

Lovatts' scope of work because the required scaffold will of course already be in place for the main roof works. 

This is to be decided upon by the sub-committee.



It was unclear as to whether the Lovatts quote included the waste skips costs therefore JC agreed to have 

this clarified. For info JC informed that the typical cost per large skip is approx £210 ex vat & that 

approximately 10 skips would be needed.

PM & JC informed that they do not believe that 'fire breaks & fire stops' are applicable (which are exclusions 

in Lovatts' quote).

PM proposed that as per Lovatts' quote, no insulation is installed (as per current situation). This was agreed by 

all. However, after completion of the roof works & subject to there being available funds it was agreed that we 

should install insulation within the various roof spaces i.e. above ceilings of most of the rooms except the main 

hall.

Lovatts' quote is for plastic gutters, hoppers & downspouts. AT reminded that at the meeting on 19th of August 

it was agreed that powder coated 'gutter-crest' aluminium with the same profile as the existing items should 

be the chosen replacement option. PA also queried whether some of the existing cast iron items were of 

adequate condition to be refurbished & retained. It was agreed that plastic would be acceptable provided 

that the appearance was similar to the existing cast iron versions. JC agreed to provide some samples 

asap.

PM to discuss the intended change to plastic during the pre-planning meeting with the BwD planning team.

PA queried whether the existing roof lights (4 quantity) are in adequate condition or should they be replaced as 

part of the roof works, & if they are replaced that they can be used for man-access to that part of roof (for 

maintenance etc). All agreed that they should be replaced with new units that enable man-access. 

JC to ask Lovatts to add this to their quote.

The scaffolding quote was discussed & PA queried whether the scaffolding could also be used by the 

replacement windows contractor if we could arrange for that work to take place at the same time. JC informed 

that the scaffold design would be different to cater also for the windows works, but that it would no doubt be 

overall more economical to have scaffolding erected just the once for both the roofing & the windows works. JC 

agreed to obtain a revised quote from LEA scaffolding.

PM & PG informed that the 2 chimney stacks at the rear of the building are now defunct & proposed that they 

are removed & capped, as otherwise they require significant maintenance. All agreed to PM's proposal, 

however, PA stated that removal/capping may require planning permission. Therefore, PM agreed to discuss 

this during the pre-planning meeting with the BwD planning team.

PM reminded that the recent (25th August) 'Preliminary Roost Assessment Survey' by Arbtech Consulting Ltd 

had identified a small number of possible bat roosting sites, although no bats were seen using them. PM agreed 

to discuss this during the pre-planning meeting with the BwD planning team.

Subsequent meeting minutes

Location: Socially distanced in The Barlow main hall.

Date: Thursday 3rd December

Participants: Phil McDermott (chair); Mike Fay; Paul Allen; Philip Grundy; Alex Wilson; Grant Prescott (of 

Buttress architectural & conservation design services); Andy Tighe.

Apologies: Jon Crompton (of TPF Developments Ltd);  

PM re-capped on the recently received updated quotations from Lovatts, which had an option for rosemary 

(clay) tiles (as per the existing roof), & from LEA scaffolding, which had an option for additional platforms to 



accommodate windows replacement. MF stated that he believes there are sufficient funds available for the clay 

tiles option, though acknowledging that the cost is significantly more than the concrete tile option.

PM stated that the objective of this meeting was: -

- To agree the specification for the new roof & any contingency options, which would be the basis of any pre-

planning discussions or meetings with BwD planning personnel. 

PM will discuss the outcome of this meeting if possible also with someone from BwD planning team prior to 

then arranging a formal BwD pre-planning meeting once all the required information has been received & 

compiled (on the assumption that the option chosen would need planning consent).

PM stated that, having considered all the previous discussions & info, he proposed that we have clay tiles on 

outer (visible) roof faces (to maintain the aesthetics), concrete tiles on the others (the valleys); that we 

replace & re-locate the roof light (for better maintenance access) ; that the chimneys are removed. PM later 

also proposed having solar panels on the south & east facing roofs & concrete tiles on these roofs (as they would 

be underneath the solar panels, so not really visible therefore no need for clay tiles).

General discussion resulted in agreement not to consider having solar panels, partly due to AW informing that 

gov't subsidies are now much less than they used to be & that the financial benefit wouldn't be that significant.

AW informed that the expected 100yr lifespan of clay tiles was a significant plus & using his professional 

experience of whole life costing and project appraisal in accordance with HM Treasury Green Book guidance, 

the use of clay tiles would merit recommendation as the relative extra cost is definitely good value from a 

lifetime cost-benefit perspective. All agreed that the longevity of the new roof is a major positive factor.

AW & GP suggested that mixing clay tiles & concrete on different roofs would be awkward for the installers & 

wasn't wise. Also, the clay tiles option for all roofs would be 'like for like' replacement and so wouldn't need 

planning consent. Therefore, it was unanimously agreed to propose to the board that like for like clay tiles 

be used.

However, if the chimneys were to be removed, planning consent would be needed for them, therefore, after 

further discussion it was agreed by a substantial majority to propose to the board that the chimneys be 

retained & repaired (repair cost estimated to be the same as removal cost).

It was acknowledged that irrespective of planning consent not being needed, compliance with building 

regulations is expected when a complete roof system is replaced, which fundamentally means achieving improved 

thermal insulation (the U value). However, installing insulation in the main hall would have a detrimental effect 

on the aesthetics, therefore it was agreed to endeavour to achieve substantial insulation improvements in all 

other roof void areas but request a concession for the main hall. GP agreed to email the relevant BwD dept 

to endeavour to establish their views on this.

Samples of black plastic guttering, hoppers & downspouts had been provided by Jon Crompton. PA & AW stated 

that much of the guttering & some of the hoppers appear to be still in good condition & may possibly not need to 

be replaced but just cleaned & painted. AW & PG agreed to inspect them & advise. 

The understanding during the discussion was that replacement of the guttering, hoppers & downspouts wasn't 

included in Lovatt's quotation so this would be an additional cost. [Post-meeting note: Jon Crompton has 

confirmed that Lovatts' price doesn't include the rainwater management items & that he'd previously 

given an indicative total cost for them, which was c£13k ex vat].

PM stated his intention to arrange a meeting with JC to discuss how to best set up the contract(s), as the 

possibility of us having to place 5 separate contracts (i.e. for the roofing, scaffolding, waste management, 

protective fencing, rainwater goods) is far from ideal i.e. potential logistical hassle & risk of cost increases. 

Ideally we place just one contract with Lovatts and they place & manage sub-contracts as required.

In conclusion, this sub-committee have agreed to propose to the board of Trustees: -

a) The replacement roof to be like for like clay tiles & the chimneys to be retained and repaired, thereby 

negating the need for planning consent.

c) Improved thermal insulation to be installed in all roof voids except the main hall, subject to agreement by 

the BwD building regulations dept.



d) Retain any of the existing cast iron guttering & hoppers that are in adequate condition but where 

replacements are needed use modern plastic alternatives. All downspouts to be replaced with modern plastic 

alternatives.

e) As the expected duration of the works is 10 weeks and the lead time for the tiles is typically 16 weeks, 

place contracts with Lovatts & LEA early in 2021 such that the works could be completed by late spring 2021. 

Approved & Issued


